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This handout is provided to assist you in experimenting with colour and elements.  The 

colours are given without accompanying explanations as these are covered in the 

Awakening modules for each rune.  The elements are provided in more detail and at the end 

you will find Thorsson’s elemental attribitions which I reference in the ‘Story of the 

elements’ 

FEHU            f  

Colour 

Red, Gold, Green, Golden yellow of corn, Amber, Orange, Gold, Brown  

Elements 

Fire and Earth are the common associations.  Aswynn (2002) sees Fehu as ‘fire expressed 
through earth’.  The Armanen system associates Fehu with primal fire, the cause of power 
and flame of the self. Fries (1993) notes the Old English word feorh meant life, soul or spirit.  
Peschel (1989) explains the primal fire of Fehu as the fire of the Big Bang that begins 
creation; in this sense Fehu might also be likened to the first, fiery realm of Muspelheim.  
For Thorsson (1987) the fire of Fehu is that which emerges from the darkness; he explains it 
as fire generated within the dark waters, in the corners of the multiverse, and in the depths 
of the soul.  For me venom also comes through Fehu, there is a serpent-like quality to the 
rune and a corrosive aspect to its negative associations. 

URUZ           u 

Colour 
Dark green, green, red, orange  (Armanen system), dark grey, white . 

Elements 
In the Old Norse Rune Poem slag, a bi-product of making iron, is mentioned in connection 
with Uruz.  The Northern elemental system has slag flowing from the fiery elemental world 
of Muspelheim, the rune poem infers that slag has negative qualities (similar to the venom 
flowing from the icy realm of Nifelheim).  The element of earth resonates with Uruz as a 
rune of stability and endurance.  Water also corresponds to this rune, both because of its 
purificatory properties, through the ‘drizzle’ referred to in the Old Icelandic Rune Poem, and 
through the sacred liquid held within the drinking horn.  Water and fire are assigned to Uruz 
through its position in King’s devotional framework (I haven’t given every association for 
King as he is definitely an outlier when it comes to elements).   

THURISAZ         T 

Colours 
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Bright red, dark red, purple, white, grey. 

Elements 

The Armanen system ascribed primal aether, to Thurisaz, representing the ‘moment of 
action’.  Fire and water are assigned to Thurisaz through its position in King’s devotional 
framework while Gundarsson (2007) sees Thurisaz as the primal, mighty force that 
originates from the first melding of ice and fire. 

ANSUZ          a  

Colours 
Dark blue, sky blue, grey. 

Elements 

Air is associated with Ansuz as the rune of Odin, the giver of breath, the whirling wind and 
the bestower of inspiration and poetry.  Ansuz connects with water through the Old Norse 
Rune Poem’s meaning of ‘estuary’, as well as the water-loving properties of the ash tree.  
Fire and water are both assigned to Ansuz within King’s devotional framework. 
 

RAIDHO          r 

Colours 

Bright red, dusty brown,blue. 

Elements 
Air is most commonly associated with Raidho, perhaps referring to the air through which 
the chariots of Night, Day, Sun and Moon ride.  The Armanen Futhark assigns Primal Air to 
Raidho, signifying desire or will.  Water is assigned to Raidho in King’s devotional 
framework. 

KENAZ         k 

Colours 
Light red, white tinged yellow, red, blue, white, blue, pink, red, brown through to black, 
greys and red-golds.   

Elements 
Fire is the primary element for the burning torch of Kenaz.  Peschel (1989) sees Kenaz as 
representing a controlled aspect of fire; this makes sense if we view Kenaz as the torch or 
creative fire which man is able to use to assist him.  The Armanen system assigns Primal 
Earth to Kenaz as ‘ability, art and magic’.  Water is assigned to Kenaz through King’s 
devotional framework.  For me Kenaz signifies the combining and re-combining of the 
elements to form new materials, objects and powers. 
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GEBO         g 

Colours 
Deep blue, dark blue, rose pink.   

Elements 
Air is the commonest elemental correspondence for Gebo, perhaps referring to the gift of 

breath given by Odin to the first man and first woman.  For me, the form and motion of the 

windmill and watermill are particularly appropriate to Gebo, their mechanisms transform 

the flow of air and water into power which we may use; their sails capture and release 

simultaneously – as is right for the rune of exchange and balance.  Water is also assigned to 

Gebo within King’s devotional framework. 

WUNJO          w 

Colours 
Yellow, indigo, white, blue, light blue, light green.  

Elements 
Wunjo’s correspondence to earth may relate to its association with Freyr, lord of 

abundance.  Oswald associates Wunjo with ice, perhaps referring to the stability and 

personal strength Wunjo can bring.  Earth and water are assigned to Wunjo through King’s 

devotional framework. 

HAGALAZ          h 

Colours 
Light blue, grey, bright green (Armanen system), indigo, black, dark green, dark brown. 

Elements 

As the rune of hail Hagalaz’s primary association is with ice.  Water and earth are assigned 
to Hagalaz within King’s devotional framework.   In its Old Norse and Icelandic form this 
rune is sometimes called the ‘Mother Rune’, the hail seed which contains all potential within 
it. 
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NAUTHIZ           n 

Colours 
Black, dark red. 

Elements 

Fire is the most common elemental correspondence for Nauthiz; the rune is often 
associated with the ‘need-fire’ which was lit at important ceremonial points throughout the 
year for the purposes of cleansing, blessing and summoning the power of the sun.  The fire 
might also be linked to the fire found in Kenaz, the burning need inside that tells you 
something is wrong and change is required.  The Armanen system gives primal water as the 
corresponding element for Nauthiz, representing the law of nature.  Water and earth are 
assigned to Nauthiz through King’s devotional framework. 

ISA            i 

Colours 
Black, bright blue, pale blue, white. 

Elements 

The primary elemental correspondence for Isa is its namesake, ice, which flows from 
Niflheim (mist home).  Niflheim, together with Muspelheim, was the first of the worlds, the 
other worlds formed from the union of ice and fire which flowed from them.  The first water 
source Hvergelmir, is located in Niflheim; all rivers are said to flow from it, stemming from 
the first rivers, the Élivágar (ice waves).  Other elements flowing from Niflheim are: venom 
which comes from Hvergelmir and is likely to be produced by the serpents dwelling within 
the spring; yeast which froths up from Hvergelmir with the venom; and rime which is 
created when the mists of Nifelheim meet the hardened layer of congealed venom and 
yeast (ice).  Gundarsson tells us that venom is a corrosive element, while yeast contains life 
force.  The basis of Northern cosmology appears to be one of balance: the competing forces 
of the Aesir and the Thursar; the continual erosion and rejuvenation of the Wold Tree; the 
flow of both life and death from the primal waters.  Earth is assigned to Isa through King’s 
devotional framework.   

JERA            j 

Colours 
Light blue, black, green, brown, dark green, dark brown, red gold. 

Elements 
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Earth is the primary element for Jera as the rune of harvest and the cycle of time which 

governs the natural order of our planet.   

EIHWAZ           I 

Colours 
Dark blue, magenta, black, dark green 

Elements 
All elements – presumably because the elements combine to form creation i.e.the World 

Tree.  Eihwaz is also known as fire’s keeper; Yew is a slow burning wood so could be used to 

preserve hot embers from coal. 

PERTHRO           p 

Colours 
Green, silver, black 

Elements 
Water is associated with Perthro through its connections with the Well of Wyrd.  I would 

include yeast as an element for Perthro because of its use in brewing; the sacred art of 

creating alcohol – essential to ceremonies of oath taking and the weaving of Wyrd.  

Karlsdóttir reminds us that transformative qualities of yeast (raising the bread, fermenting 

drink) would have made the processes of baking and brewing sacred acts; a woman’s skill in 

brewing would have been proof of her holiness, luck and kinship with the gods (2003, p.58).   

ALGIZ/ ELHAZ          z 

Colours 
Silver, rainbow colours, gold, black, white 

Elements 
Air is the commonest elemental correspondence for Algiz, perhaps reflecting the rune’s 

connection with the swan maidens who rode over the battle field to gather worthy souls.  

Air, water and fire might also be ascribed to this rune as they are the three elements out of 

which Bifrost is made.   
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SOWILO           s 

Colours 
Yellow, gold, green, pure blue, white, silver 

Elements 
Fire is the primary association with Sowilo as the rune of the Sun.  The fire of the Sun itself 

originated in Muspelheim (fire home).  Sturluson tells us that a kenning for the Goddess Sol 

is ‘Fire of Heaven and of the Air’.   

TEIWAZ           t 

Colours 
Bright red, pale grey, blue (and all the colours of the sky) 

Elements 

Heavenly fire representing internal spiritual order (Armanen).  Air are assigned to Teiwaz 
through King’s devotional framework.    
 

BERKANO           b 

Colours 
Green, dark green, yellow, white 

Elements 
The element of earth is associated with Berkano as a rune of growth and fertility.  Air is 

assigned to Berkano through King’s devotional framework. 

EHWAZ           e 

Colours 
Silver, white, green, light grey, yellow, dark purple. 

Elements 
Air is assigned to Ehwaz through King’s devotional framework.   
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MANNAZ           m 

Colours 
Deep red, blue, purple-red, orange, flesh colour 

Elements 

The element of air may be particularly important for this rune because of its associations 
with Odin and Heimdall. Air and fire are also assigned to Mannaz through King’s devotional 
framework.   
 

LAGUZ          l 

Colours 
Blue, orange, dark green,  

Elements 
Water is the obvious elemental association for Laguz. Gundarsson (2007) sees Laguz as 

representing the primeval waters which flow from the first water source Hvergelmir 

(seething kettle) up through eleven rivers know as the Elivagar (ice waves).  The waters carry 

both life and death through the mingling of the northern elements yeast and venom, and it 

is from them that all other things flow.  In some interpretations the waters of Hvergelmir 

rise up through Mimmisbrunr (Mimir’s Well) to the Well of Wyrd itself; while for others 

Hvergelmir and Mimmisbrunr are simply lower levels of the Well of Wyrd.  Laguz might then 

be said to represent the force of Wyrd, flowing from the lowest levels of creation from 

which all rises and to which all will eventually sink.  One model proposes that as the water 

rises it becomes more ‘differentiated’ and more aligned to consciousness; Mimir’s Well is 

then said to hold the collective record of the entire past (like the Theosophical Akashic 

record),  while the Well of Wyrd may be different for each person – depending on the 

experiences of your own soul.  Another model asserts that major historical events will be 

held within the Well of Wyrd while less important events are held within Mimir’s Well 

(affecting the general ‘feeling’ of an age rather than its recorded history), all other events 

sink down into Hvergelmir to be ‘recycled’ (Gundarsson, 2007). 

Larrington translates the element eitr (which results from the mingling of ice and fire) as 

‘poison’.  This might relate to venom and yeast which flow forth from the union of fire and 

ice but could also relate to water and, specifically, to Laguz which is very tied in with the 
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practice of both magic and herbalism.  In Egil’s Saga (The Sagas of Iceland, 2000) the rune 

master Egil uses runes both to heal and to ascertain that a chalice of mead he has been 

given is poisoned;1 the runes used are commonly believed to have included Laguz.  

Interestingly, there remains a brewery in Iceland, Ölgerðin Egill Skallagrímsson named after 

Egil which keeps alive a possible connection between Laguz and the mysteries of yeast 

needed for brewing.  The Armanen system gives ‘light’ (representing formative traits) as an 

element for Laguz which is not an element I have seen elsewhere.  Air and fire are assigned 

to Laguz through King’s devotional framework.   

INGUZ           N 

Colours 
Green, yellow, orange, gold 

Elements 

Earth and water reflect this rune’s connection with the Green Man (earth) and the Great 
Goddess Nerthus (water).  Air and fire are assigned to Inguz through King’s devotional 
framework.   

OTHALA           O 

Colours 
Deep yellow, red, bright violet, brown, ochre 

Elements 

Earth as the rune of land and estate .  Othala is connected with fire within King’s devotional 
framework.  I have found that this rune resonate strongly with the sacred fires such as those 
of the hearth and pyre. 
 

DAGAZ           D 

Colours 
Blue, red, light blue, orange, yellow 

Elements 

 
1 The sagas of icelands (2000) pg. 68 and 141 Egil’s Saga 
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Fire is assigned to Dagaz within King’s devotional framework.  Aswynn (2002) sees Dagaz as 

the key to Muspelheim as it governs both the destructive and creative elements of fire 

through which endings and beginnings occur. 

 

 

 

Thorsson’s elements 
 

You may also find Edred Thorsson’s explanations about the elements helpful (Thorsson, 
1987, p.150-151):  
 

• Fire: expansion, all-vibration, heat, light, dryness, proto-energy- dynamic  

• Ice: total contraction, non-vibration, coldness, darkness, proto-matter; dynamic  

• Water: stillness, evolutionary being, wetness, matrix for form; static  

• Air: all pervasiveness, formless space, warm, matrix for consciousness; static  

• Iron: primary synthesis, hot/cold, hard, dynamically penetrating, inert matter  

• Salt: “stuff of life” and substance of organic life, maintainer of form  

• Yeast: Dynamic “livingness”, organic movement, growth, health. 


